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NEWS RELEASE
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON MUSIC PROFESSOR'S NEW BOOK
WILL HELP TEACHERS BRING MUSIC TO THE CLASSROOM
DAYTON, Ohio - Donna Cox believes the more a student is exposed to music, the
better his or her education will be. The associate professor of music at the University of Dayton
also believes a teacher doesn't need to be certified in music to bring music into the classroom.
This winter, Cox is putting her theories to practical application in a new course,
"Integrating the Arts: Music," designed to prepare UD teacher education majors to incorporate
music into the math, language arts, science and other nonmusic classes they'll teach after
graduation.
"I'm very excited about this, it's something I've wanted to teach for some time," said
Cox, who wrote the course text, Music in the Classroom: An Integrative Approach (Erudition
Books), to support the curriculum she also developed. "Research has proven that students who
are involved in a music discipline do better academically than those who aren't, andyet music
is so often not considered a necessary part of education."
In the new course, teacher education students will learn to incorporate elements of music
into nonmusic disciplines and how that integration can have a dual educational benefit. For
example, an elementary school math teacher working with students on simple fractions can use
the musical notation system for reference, Cox said. In the equation "one whole note minus one
half note equals one half note," students are introduced to both the mathematical formula as
well as the fundamentals of musical notation.
Elements of music can be as easily incorporated into other disciplines, said Cox, who
once used music integration to successfully teach reading to ninth-graders who had repeatedly
· failed the subject. In a science class, for instance, discussing the generation of a sound wave
makes for a good lesson in simple physics. Or an English teacher might make a project of an
entire music magazine -an assignment that would involve reading, writing, researching and
interviewing.
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Additionally, integrating music skills with nonmusic disciplines offers an important side
benefit, Cox said. "Research indicates that, when we search our memory banks, those memories
attached in some way to a song or musical experience are typically easier and faster to retrieve.
So incorporating music across the core curriculum is a good way to encourage retention of the
lessons as well as long-term memory."
Cox said she's been collecting and compiling lesson plans on music integration since she
began her teaching career in the Los Angeles public school system 19 years ago. Although she
has addressed the topic in a number of music ed.ucation workshops while teaching in California
and later in St. L<?uis, Washington, D.C., and UD, "Integrating the Arts" is her first universitylevel course dedicated to the subject.
"I already had the lesson plans togethet, and the development of this new class just
gave me the push I needed to put them all together and have them published," Cox said. She
described the text as a "no-fluff, hands-on teaching tool" complete with reprintable lesson
plans for a wide range of grade levels and subjects. Each plan includes objectives and lesson
procedure, materials needed and an explanatidn of any difficult vocabulary that might be used.

Music in the Classroom: An Integrative Approach is available for purchase on-line at
http:/ /www.custombookstore.com or by phohe at (800) 228-8637.
-30For media interviews, contact Donna Cox at (937) 229-3946 or via e-mail at
Donna.Cox@notes.udayton.edu.

